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Inventory Margin,
WEB EXTRA

I
s there a difference between mark-
up and margin? Absolutely. Fre-
quently in the veterinary industry,

these two terms are used interchangeably to mean gross mar-
gin, but remember, markup and profit are not the same.
• Markup — the percent difference between the actual cost of
an item and the selling price, or the amount added to the cost
to determine the selling price.

• Margin — the percent difference between the selling price
and the profit. It is often thought that when a product is
marked up 25%, for example,
then the result will be a 25% gross
profit margin. However, a 25%
markup is only a 20% gross profit
margin.

• How to calculate markup per-
centage — Example, product X
costs $100 and you want to mark
up the product 25%; therefore,
the selling price of the item would
be $125: $25 ÷ $100 = 25%.

• How to calculate profit margin — In the example above,
the gross margin was $25. Knowing that the margin is the
percent difference between the selling price and the profit,
the result is a 20% gross margin percentage: $25 ÷ $125 =
20%.
Which is preferable, markup or margin? Although

markup is often used in veterinary clinics to set prices, it

sometimes confuses the profitability of the item. Because
markup is always a larger number when compared with the
profit margin, individuals unfamiliar with financing often
think they are obtaining a larger profit.

Steps to minimize Markup vs. Margin mistakes
It is important to remember that more factors affect the

selling price than cost. Your cost of goods sold should in-
clude the time it takes to order and maintain the product.
These added costs, along with what the market will bear —

what the customer is willing to pay
— will ultimately impact the sell-
ing price. You can take some steps
to avoid confusion when working
with markup vs. margin rates.
First, use a pricing sheet or pricing
tool (there are markup/margin cal-
culators online). Have the tool cal-
culate both the markup percentage
and the profit margin percentage.
Next, educate your team about the

difference. By targeting the gross margin percentage vs. the
markup percentage, you can add another 2% to 3% profit
to the bottom line.

Markup is an art, not a science. You should figure out an
individual markup for each product and not rely on your
computer to use a standard markup. Cheaper products can
have a higher markup, whereas products that are more
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Examples of Difference

15% Markup =13% Gross Profit

20% Markup =16.7% Gross Profit

25% Markup = 20% Gross Profit

50% Markup = 33% Gross Profit

100% Markup = 50% Gross Profit
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costly may need a smaller markup.

Inventory Turnover
Currently, the industry’s recommendation for inventory

turnover in a veterinary practice should be 5 to 8 times a year.
However, efforts should be made to increase this to 8 to 12
turnovers a year on your inventory so that products do not sit
on the shelf longer than 30 to 45 days.

Hint: An easy way for you and your team to notice and
identify products or items that are not turning over fast
enough is to tag items (e.g., with a red circle sticker) and
monitor monthly items that still have the tags/stickers on
them. If a product has a tag or sticker on it for 3 months or
more, the turnover is not fast enough and you should reassess
your reorder points and/or only special order that product in
the future. VT


